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HISTORY 
IS ON OUR SIDE

If we remember just a few of the most important 
dates in our research for safety  and sustainability it 
is easy to see our direction and what ethical, reliability 
and  performance motivations accompanied us.
Quality certifications are a great achievement but 
what we are proud of most is the elimination of 
harmful gases and all the improvements made to 
gain savings without losing sight of performance, 
on the contrary, we made it better!

One significant aspect is the aesthetic evolution 
of our refrigerated cabinets, with their important 
appearance, their modern lines and cutting edge 
ergonomic characteristics. 
Every time there is a new launch of Alpeninox 
products, it is not just a simple restyling but rather 
the application of important innovations for 
products that already have a long history of 
technological revolutions.
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THE 
REFRIGERATION 
SPECIALIST

Alpeninox originated in Italy in 1974, with the sole 
desire to become a leader in the making of professional 
refrigeration appliances. 
The product range was then extended to include the 
complete supply of catering kitchens. 
It has now returned to its origin, presenting new products, 
created thanks to its key experience of many decades, to 
become the ideal partner for professional refrigeration.

CRIO TOUCH
Entrust your food to the refrigerator with “touch” 
revolution: a simple touch and the appliance itself decides 
the ideal preservation conditions.

CRIO TECH
Cutting edge digital technology for better food preservation 
and more savings.

CRIO SMART
Born to be simple and easy to use, with all the prerequisites 
to support the greatest workloads.
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KNOW EXACTLY WHAT’S 
HAPPENING INSIDE THE 
REFRIGERATOR
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AIRFLOW system

An ingenious air circulation system.

Simplicity is always revolutionary.
Now that you understand it, Airflow seems 
to be the most simple and normal solution. 
It was just waiting to be discovered! 
As a matter of fact, in standard 
refrigerators, the air that cools and 
preserves is moved by very powerful fans 
that use a lot of energy – to pass around of 
all the obstacles it comes up against: food, 
racks, containers. 

The condenser in the CRIO Line cabinets 
has been redesigned to minimise 
resistance to the passage of air. 
Thanks to this simple feature, the air 
filters between the racks and around 
the stored food and gains two important 
results: perfect temperature uniformity 
and real energy savings. 
Another important feature of this system 
is the unique type of air circulation. 
Also here, such a simple thing can lead 
to a great improvement. In fact, the 
air circulates both horizontally and 
vertically. 
Other elements that help to improve the 
air flow are the flat surfaces in the front 
and back and the new air conveyors. 
Summing up, everything has been 
designed and made to ensure a 
consistently efficient flow and a 
consistent performance  - even with a full 
load.
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The air 
surrounds the 
food, cools it in 
just the right 
time and manner 
and constantly 
keeps the 
temperature 
uniform.

Less than 60 
seconds to 
return to the 
safety zone. 
The graph shows just 
what happens inside the 
CRIO Line refrigerators: 
there’s a change in 
temperature each time 
the door is opened. Since 
the initial temperature 
recovery takes about 
two minutes, this means 
the stocked food will 
remain well below the 
dangerous temperature 
zone where bacteria 
could form.
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*  The energy consumed is calculated by comparing a standard refrigerator with an equivalent CRIO Line refrigerator. The kWh/year is calculated
 based on the guidelines published on the ETL website, www.eca.gov.uk. Consult the ECA website for a complete list of certified products.

Our statements are proven by research and in-depth comparisons.  Trust the 
experience that knows how to make savings go hand-in-hand with excellence.

The CRIO Line of refrigerated 
cabinets is efficient and 
guarantees a high performance.
We know that a refrigerated 
cabinet works non-stop 24 
hours a day 7 days a week: to 
keep the temperature constant, 
commercial refrigerators consume 
a considerable amount of energy 
and its cost weighs heavily. 
CRIO Line, thanks to all the 
features and innovative systems 
adopted, translates into an 
electricity saving of up to 65%.
All thanks to the 75 mm thick 

cyclopentane insulation and to 
the intelligent defrosting that 
activates automatically and 
only when needed.The new seal 
with an ample triple chamber 
profile, reduces  the formation of 
condensation and air infiltrations.

Saving is an advantage for you 
and also for the environment.
This saving translates into well-
being for the environment and for 
future generations. 
The Alpeninox refrigerators 
and freezers are foamed with 

cyclopentane, a hydrocarbon 
gas (HC) that does not damage 
the ozone layer, prevents the 
greenhouse effect and guarantees 
a better performance. 
R290 (a hydrocarbon gas) is 
far more efficient than other 
refrigerants and reduces the 
amount of energy consumed by 
about 15% hence reducing the 
global warming effect. Furthermore, 
R290 is a less corrosive refrigerant 
that lengthens the life of the 
compressor and reduces 
maintenance costs.

High performance 
and great savings
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total savings 

65%

Standard 
refrigerator

Alpeninox
CRIO Line

100%
consumption

35%
consumption

Comparing the 
energy consumed by  
Alpeninox CRIO Line 
with an equivalent 
product in the 
market* 

a 80% savings
These are the technological and innovative features with which we 
managed to achieve such big savings.
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The great efficiency of the CRIO Line
It might seem like a contradiction but it’s the truth: an Alpeninox 
refrigerator maintains a very high quality of the food with a considerable 
reduction in the energy it consumes.
 
IQ Defrost4

Unlike most refrigerators in the market where defrosting is timed, with the 
introduction of IQ Defrost4, in the CRIO Touch range, defrosting becomes 
intelligent, it defrosts only when actually needed.
It results in considerable savings in energy.  IQ Defrost4 is a patented 
algorithm* that processes statistics from the 4 probes installed and/or from 
the refrigerator’s own memory that takes into consideration the use of the 
appliance (the number of times the door is opened, how long it is left open, 
etc.). The IQ Defrost4 defrost cycle is automatically activated when ice 
has formed in the evaporator and finishes as soon as the ice has melted. 
When the door remains closed, for instance in the evenings, on closures or 
holidays, it is unlikely that ice will form on the evaporator, resulting in fewer 
defrost cycles.

IQ Defrost
In the CRIO Tech range IQ Defrost means intelligent defrosting for high 
energy savings. In fact, the advanced electronics automatically calculate 
when the defrost cycles must be activated; therefore there are fewer 
defrost cycles, translating into greater energy savings.

*Patent number UE 1070925

condenser 
probe

ambient 
temperature 
probe

evaporator probe

cavity probe

Saving is 
twice as 
intelligent:
saving helps 
business because 
it aims at reducing 
running costs and, 
at the same time, 
consuming less 
has a positive effect 
on the environment’s 
balance. 
Our appliances are also 
almost 
completely recyclable, 
another tangible aspect 
of our attention to 
ecology.

IQ Defrost4

The 4 probes are:

• cavity probe:
 it measures the average 
 internal temperature
• evaporator probe: 
 it measures the temperature 
 of the evaporator
• ambient temperature probe: 
 it measures the external   
 air temperature
• condenser probe: 
 it measures the temperature 
 of the condenser
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There are no interior components that cannot be easily removed.
Cleaning is simple, secure and quick thanks to the fact that the air conveyors, runners, racks  and supports can be 
removed without the need for tools.
• The door’s magnetic seal can be removed and replaced easily.
• The self-cleaning  wire-frame condenser (WFC) needs no maintenance or cleaning, thus guaranteeing a high
 performance at all times.
• The door’s handle is 100% stainless steel  with no parts in plastic or joints, thus avoiding dust and dirt traps.
• All the internal corners are rounded.
• The front panel is splash-proof for a quick and thorough cleaning.
• The bottom panel is made of a non-corrosive material that can withstand the most aggressive detergents and 
 jets of water.
• The bottom cell is made of one single pressed sheet with minimal seams on the side panels 
 (less than 0.5 mm thick).
• Water protection  is IPX5 (classification supplied by Intertek).

Maximum cleanability

CRIO Line meets this requirement with measures that radically avoid the 
presence of dust and dirt.

Rounded corners

IPX5 water protection

Removable racks and supports

Stainless steel door handle Extractable door seal

Front access to the components Removable air conveyors

Self-cleaning condenser
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Maximum sturdiness.

Solidity and longer life: these are the essential 
features for a refrigerated cabinet that has to 
accompany work in a professional kitchen. 
All the interior and exterior structural parts 
are made entirely in AISI 304 stainless steel. 
Stainless steel feet to ensure maximum 
stability.

Even the runners and supports are in 
stainless steel.

Insulation is 75 mm thick to ensure better 
performance. 
All the appliances are subject to strict quality 
tests to guarantee a long life: the cabinets are 
made to work at full load to test the force and 
strength of the feet; the doors are subject to 
opening and closing stress tests to verify their 
resistance and the strength of the seal.

CRIO Line holds a record: 
a capacity of 670 litres in 58 cm2.

The evaporator is hidden and the refrigerating 
elements have a new design meaning that 
the interior space is fully exploited.  
The load capacity is greater and there are up to 
44 positions for placing the racks. 
The CRIO Line refrigerated cabinets 
are suitable for GN 2/1 containers and 
600x400mm pastry trays (with an optional 
accessory).
The increased free space helps reduce running 
costs per litre.

Bigger, sturdier, 
more beautiful.

In the same exterior space, CRIO Line gives you 10% more internal capacity: 
a good difference of 50 litres! 

+ 50 litres
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PASSION 
FOR DETAIL

In a CRIO Line refrigerated cabinet everything has been 
studied and developed to satisfy its user, from the 
aesthetic approach to the design of the smallest detail.

The smallest details determine the superiority of the CRIO 
Line. And everything helps to achieve the most important 
result of all: to keep the quality of the food high, especially 
in a place like a professional kitchen where the door is 
open and closed many times and variations of the internal 
temperature can endanger the safety of the contents.

There are no more worries with CRIO Line because the 
refrigerated cabinets are able to return to the optimum 
temperature far quicker than the others, remaining well 
below the danger zone where bacterial growth may begin. 
This is how food kept inside an Alpeninox refrigerator 
keeps its organoleptic properties intact longer.
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3

Interior LED light for minimum 
energy consumption (interior 
neon light  on glass door models).

4

Extractable door seal. 

Supplied with some models

Supplied standard on all models

LCD touch screen. 
Revolutionary and user-friendly 
touch screen.

1

Front lock  for  your  
safety and peace of mind.

2
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Self-cleaning condenser. 
No maintenance or cleaning for 
maximum performance.

7

IPX5 water protection. 
Frontal design is completely 
splash-proof.

13

10

Hidden evaporator  
for more internal space.

5

The ample triple chamber profile 
ensures an impeccable seal.

9

75 mm or 90* mm wall insulation: 
great efficiency and great savings
*depending on model

Airflow system.  
The intelligent air circulation 
system. The air circulates 
vertically and horizontally 
ensuring an unbeatable 
uniform temperature.

6

Runners and supports in 
stainless steel. 
Easy to remove for a perfect 
cleaning.

11

Rounded corners to make 
cleaning easier.

12

Maximum flexibility and 
stability.  
The refrigerators can be 
assembled on stainless steel 
feet, castors, concrete plinth 
or on “marine” feet.

Supports and runners for pastry grids.
For additional accessories please 
consult our price list.

14

Highly efficient components. 
Grant excellence to the refrigerator.

8
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CRIO Touch

CRIO Tech

CRIO Smart

Simplicity 
is what everyone looks for

Innovative LCD touch control 
panel, simple to set and clear to 
read. 
Simply choose the food category 
and the new CRIO Touch will 
preserve your food to perfection.

The latest generation of digital 
electronic technology for 
refrigerated cabinets.

Simple, easy to use digital 
control. The temperature and 
defrosting are set by simply  
pressing a button!

CRIO Touch 
will guide you through the 4 main operating will 
guide you through the 4 main operating areas 
(Category, Manual, Settings and HACCP) and you 
also have the possibility to set Turbo Cooling 
and Manual Defrost.

Visible alarms
If there is a malfunction the LED turns “red”, the 
alarm code is displayed and the acoustic alarm 
sounds. The acoustic alarm continues until the 
operator turns it off.

Ample digital display,  easy to see from a distance.

Visible alarms
If there is a malfunction the LED turns “red”, 
the alarm code is displayed and the acoustic 
alarm sounds. The acoustic alarm continues 
until the operator turns it off.

3 probes for the continuous control of 
the external temperature, the internal 
temperature and the condenser.

Total control of your CRIO Line cabinets 
with 4 simple buttons

MANUAL DEFROST 
To start the defrost cycle. 
“Down” To reduce the temperature

SET 
To set the temperature inside the 
chamber and the technical parameters

ON/OFF 
“UP” 
To increase the temperature

PRG/MUTE
To set the service parameters or turn 
the acoustic alarm off
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Simplicity 
is what everyone looks for

2 Manual mode
to have an accurate setting of 
the temperature and humidity 
to meet the user’s specific 
requirements. In this mode 
you can customise and store 
your own programmes.

3 Settings
to change and customise 
the parameters as desired. 
Change the language, set 
the date and time, change 
the parameters, check the 
temperatures of the probe 
and much more.

1 Category mode
thanks to the 5 pre-set food 
categories simply select 
the right category for your 
specific food load and CRIO 
Touch automatically sets all 
the parameters.

4 HACCP control areas
this mode continuously 
controls and records the 
operating temperature and any 
malfunctions. A graph shows 
the operating status and any 
peaks or drops in temperature. 
The data can be downloaded 
using a USB stick.

Programme and Set 
buttons
this is used to store 
and set the operating 
parameters required.

History button
Cell temperature is 
measured every 24 
hours from the moment 
it is turned on. The 
temperatures recorded 
are kept for up to a 
maximum of 2 months 
and can be displayed at 
any time. 

Manual Defrost button
to use when extra defrost 
cycles are necessary.

Turbo Cooling
useful when there are 
frequent changes in the 
types of food stored. 
The compressor keeps 
working regardless of 
the temperature set.

Humidity control
Three different humidity 
levels can be set manually 
(LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH) 
inside the chamber based 
on your needs.

AUXILIARY (if available)
ON when the auxiliary output selected  
as AUX is activated

ALARM 
high or low temperature during normal 
operation

DEFROST
ON when the defrost cycle is working

FAN
ON when the fan starts

COMPRESSOR
ON when the compressor starts

ALARM
malfunction, request 
for maintenance

LED control panel to clearly read the operating status  
and internal temperature
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CRIO Touch HP 
& CRIO  Touch

CRIO Tech HP
& CRIO Tech

CRIO Smart

CRIO Smart A430

• LCD touch screen control panel with USB
 port
• The best in its category with regards
 to energy efficiency and low energy
 consumption
• Made entirely in AISI 304 inside and out
• 670 l or 1430 l capacity
• IQ Defrost4

• 4 probes to optimise defrosting frequency
 and duration
• Internal LED light
• Intelligent door profile: it only heats when
 necessary to prevent condensation

• The best in its category with regards to energy
 efficiency and low energy consumption
• Made entirely in AISI 304 
 inside and out
• 670 l or 1430 l capacity
• IQ Defrost
• 3 probes to optimise defrosting frequency
 and duration
• Self-cleaning condenser in refrigerators
• Internal LED light
• Intelligent door profile: it only heats when
 necessary to prevent condensation
• Airflow system (for optimum temperature

• Internal and external panels in AISI 304
 except for the rear panel and base
• Rear panel in galvanised steel
• 670 l or 1430 l capacity
• Automatic defrost
• Self-cleaning condenser in refrigerators
• Hidden evaporator
• 3-chamber seal (for improved insulation)
• Fitted with 3 (670 l) or 6 (1430 l) racks 
 in Rilsan
• Insulation with cyclopentane (hydrocarbon)
• Designed also for installing on a base,
 castors and “marine” feet available

• Internal and external panels in AISI 430
 except for the rear panel and base
• Rear panel in galvanised steel
• 670 l or 1430 l capacity
• Automatic defrost
• Self-cleaning condenser in refrigerators
• Hidden evaporator
• 3-chamber seal (for improved insulation)
• Fitted with 3 (670 l) or 6 (1430 l) racks 
 in Rilsan
• Insulation with cyclopentane (hydrocarbon)
• Designed also for installing on a base,
 castors and “marine” feet available 

• Airflow system (for optimum temperature
 uniformity in all load conditions)
• Hidden evaporator
• 3-chamber seal (for improved insulation)
• Fitted with 4 (670 l) or 8 (1430 l) racks in AISI304
• Insulation with cyclopentane (hydrocarbon)
• Version available with R290 refrigerant
• Designed also for installing on a base. Castors and
 “marine” feet available as accessories
• No CFC or HCFC
• Frontal design with IPX5 water protection
• Ethernet port  
• Operating temperature of the solid door 

 uniformity in all load conditions)
• Hidden evaporator
• 3-chamber seal (for improved insulation)
• Fitted with 4 (670 l) or 8 (1430 l) racks in AISI304
• Insulation with cyclopentane (hydrocarbon)
• Version available with R290 refrigerant
• Designed also for installing on a base.
 Castors and “marine” feet available as accessories
• No CFC or HCFC
• Frontal design with IPX5 water protection
• Operating temperature of the solid door 
 models: +43 °C
• Operating temperature of the glass door

 as accessories
• No CFC or HCFC
• IP21 water protection
• Operating temperature of the solid door 
 models: +43 °C
• Operating temperature of the glass door 
 models: +32 °C

 as accessories
• No CFC or HCFC
• IP21 water protection
• Operating temperature of the solid door 
 models: +43 °C
• Operating temperature of the glass door 
 models: +32 °C  

High class, high savings

** See detailed list of codes on pages 22-23
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Saving guaranteed of up to  830€ a year 
with the CRIO Line refrigerated cabinets

 models: +43 °C
• Operating temperature of the glass door 
 models: +32 °C

 models: +32 °C

UK - ECA (ENHANCED 
CAPITAL ALLOWANCE)

DENMARK - GO’ 
ENERGIMÆRK 
(THE DANISH ENERGY 
SAVING LABEL) 

THE NETHERLANDS - EIA 
(ENERGY INVESTMENT 
ALLOWANCE)

*  potential savings based 
on European Ecodesign 
directive data and obtained 
by comparing Class G 
refrigerators and freezers with 
equivalent Class A cabinets 
(energy cost of 0,21 €/kWh 
and net volume of 503lt).

ENERGIA · ЕНЕРГИЯ 
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑ · ENERGIJA
ENERGY · ENERGIE · ENERGI

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E
 F
 G

350
kWh/annum

5 40°C-40% 503 L 0 L
2015/1094-I

 A

energy savings*  
up to

830 €/year
(freezer)

300 €/year
(refrigerator)

Energy efficiency class

Savings between 
class G and A

(€/year)*

A B C D E F G

Energy cost (€/year)*

Freezer cabinet 124 207 290 415 622 705 954 830

Refrigerated cabinet 45 75 106 151 226 256 347 300
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A specialized 
range

refrigerator

freezer

refrigerator

freezer

refrigerator

freezer

dual temperature

refrigerator

freezer

dual temperature

refrigerator

freezer

dual temperature

refrigerator

freezer

dual temperature

-2/+10 °C 728888* 728666

-22/-15 °C 728889* 728668

-2/+10 °C 728572 728580

-22/-15 °C 728575 728625

-2/+10 °C 728883* 728685 728693

+2/+10 °C 728684 728694

-22/-15 °C 728884* 728689 728696

-20/-15 °C 728688 728697

-2/+10 °C + -2/+10 °C 728691 728698

-2/+10 °C + -6/-2 °C 728700

-2/+10 °C + -22/-15 °C 728692 728699

-2/+10 °C 728642 - 7285462 

7286454
728644 - 7285472

7287014
728652 - 7285782

7286544
728703

+2/+10 °C 728643 728653

-22/-15 °C 728646 - 7285482

7286494
728648 - 7285492 728655 - 7286902 728704

-20/-15 °C 728647 728656

-2/+10 °C + -2/+10 °C 728650 728657

-2/+10 °C + -6/-2 °C 728659

-2/+10 °C + -22/-2 °C 728658 728705

-2/+10 °C + -22/-15 °C 728651

-2/+10 °C 727272 - 7274163 
7272754 - 7274441

727274 - 7274183 727282 - 7274461

7274243 - 7272854
727284

+2/+10 °C 727273 - 7274173 727283 - 7274253

-22/-15 °C 727276 - 7274451

7274193 - 7272794
727278 - 7274213 727286 - 7274471

7274263
727288

-20/-15 °C 727277 - 7274203 727287

-2/+10 °C + -2/+10 °C 727280 - 7274223 727289 - 7274273 

-2/+10 °C + -6/-2 °C 727291

-2/+10 °C + -22/-15 °C 727281 - 7274233 727290 - 7274283

-2/+10 °C 727335 727336

0/+6 °C 727292 - 7274293 7274313 727295 - 7274353 

+2/+10 °C 727293 - 7274303 727296 - 7274363

-22/-15 °C 727294 - 7274323 7274333 727297 - 7274373

0/+6 °C + 0/+6 °C 7274383

0/+6 °C + -22/-15 °C 7274343 7274393

670 litres
710x837x2050 mm - 740x885x2080 mm*

1430 litres
1441x837x2050 mm

CRIO Smart A430

CRIO Smart

CRIO Tech

CRIO Tech HP R290

CRIO Touch HP R290

CRIO Touch
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-2/+10 °C 728888* 728666

-22/-15 °C 728889* 728668

-2/+10 °C 728572 728580

-22/-15 °C 728575 728625

-2/+10 °C 728883* 728685 728693

+2/+10 °C 728684 728694

-22/-15 °C 728884* 728689 728696

-20/-15 °C 728688 728697

-2/+10 °C + -2/+10 °C 728691 728698

-2/+10 °C + -6/-2 °C 728700

-2/+10 °C + -22/-15 °C 728692 728699

-2/+10 °C 728642 - 7285462 

7286454
728644 - 7285472

7287014
728652 - 7285782

7286544
728703

+2/+10 °C 728643 728653

-22/-15 °C 728646 - 7285482

7286494
728648 - 7285492 728655 - 7286902 728704

-20/-15 °C 728647 728656

-2/+10 °C + -2/+10 °C 728650 728657

-2/+10 °C + -6/-2 °C 728659

-2/+10 °C + -22/-2 °C 728658 728705

-2/+10 °C + -22/-15 °C 728651

-2/+10 °C 727272 - 7274163 
7272754 - 7274441

727274 - 7274183 727282 - 7274461

7274243 - 7272854
727284

+2/+10 °C 727273 - 7274173 727283 - 7274253

-22/-15 °C 727276 - 7274451

7274193 - 7272794
727278 - 7274213 727286 - 7274471

7274263
727288

-20/-15 °C 727277 - 7274203 727287

-2/+10 °C + -2/+10 °C 727280 - 7274223 727289 - 7274273 

-2/+10 °C + -6/-2 °C 727291

-2/+10 °C + -22/-15 °C 727281 - 7274233 727290 - 7274283

-2/+10 °C 727335 727336

0/+6 °C 727292 - 7274293 7274313 727295 - 7274353 

+2/+10 °C 727293 - 7274303 727296 - 7274363

-22/-15 °C 727294 - 7274323 7274333 727297 - 7274373

0/+6 °C + 0/+6 °C 7274383

0/+6 °C + -22/-15 °C 7274343 7274393

670 litres
710x837x2050 mm - 740x885x2080 mm*

1430 litres
1441x837x2050 mm

3 60 Hz

2 Energy class 6

1 Rear panel in A304

4 Pre-arranged for remote 
cooling unit
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Alpeninox
Viale Treviso, 15 - 33170 Pordenone - Italia

Alpeninox has offered refrigeration equipment 
since 1974 to a wide variety of customers, 
from restaurants and hotels to institutions, 
from supermarkets and pastry to ice-cream 
retails. The Alpeninox network of people 
knows how to interpret customers’ needs. 
The commitment in developing quality and 
environmental achievements is our mission. 
The latest recognition received is the highest 
ranking, class 8, in the professional energy 
classification label E.C.E, that ranges 
from class 1 (minimum) to 8 (maximum).
For the past 40 years Alpeninox has 
preserved the heart of your kitchen, your 
food, thanks to its vast knowledge and 
experience. For more information, 
visit www.alpeninox.com


